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Vocabulary 

1. Even though I live by myself, buy everything in ………. to save money. 

1) bulk    2) vision   3) brief   4) estimation 

2. During testing the electric car traveling at 85 km/h for nearly 9 ………. hours on a 

single charge. 

1) established   2) consecutive   3) available   4) diverse 

3. In …… of her father's wishes, Corrine agreed not to sell the farmhouse after his death. 

1) manipulation   2) quotation   3) pursuance   4) possession 

4. There has been a lot of …. over the use of genetically modified organisms in agriculture. 

1) ethnicity   2) accumulation  3) welfare   4) controversy 

5. The sun's UV radiation ………. a significant health risk and may lead to eye damage. 

1) poses    2) grants   3) affects   4) ensures 

6. An emergency board meeting was ………. by the directors later that afternoon. 

1) confined   2) exposed   3) isolated   4) convened 

7. After the storm ………. the school children were able to safely go home. 

1) intensified   2) subsided   3) facilitated   4) heighten 

8. The girls were ………. grateful to be able to use their computers again. 

1) idly    2) influentially   3) hierarchically  4) exceedingly 

9. Dr. Kang is investigating the mechanisms that ………. how neurons communicate with 

each other. 

1) induce   2) underlie   3) tighten  4) devote 

10. They were already operating under the ………. of the local law enforcement agencies. 

1) weather   2) renovation   3) auspices   4) accommodation 

11. The president requested $1.8 billion in emergency ………. to fight an outbreak of the 

Zika virus. 

1) medication   2) sanitation   3) funding   4) lighting 

12. Property taxes continue to be the main source of ………. for local governments. 

1) revenue   2) uncertainty   3) inspiration   4) contamination 

13. In 1957, the Brazilian government hired a biologist to come up with a new ………. of 

honeybee that didn't grow lazy in the hot weather. 

1) distribution   2) breed   3) orientation   4) resource 

14. If you have used ………. statistics in your report, you will have to start over from the 

beginning. 

1) compatible   2) numerous   3) apparent   4) erroneous 
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15. Josh Armel runs a San Francisco tour company with a …. of seven Volkswagen buses. 

1) sum    2) sheet   3) shift    4) fleet 

16. He's a powerful speaker, and I was impressed by the ………. of his views on race and 

democracy in America and Missouri. 

1) cogency   2) procedure   3) scheme   4) utility 

17. All visitors are welcome to engage with these short times of prayer but are under no 

………. to do so. 

1) function   2) circumstance  3) compulsion   4) illusion 

18. Sometimes there's not enough water to allow farmers to ………. their crop. 

1) exploit   2) irrigate   3) assemble   4) harvest 

19. The room was a bit dim and ………. a strong smell of Chinese medicine. 

1) devised   2) denoted   3) revealed   4) exuded 

20. Young children seem to have an endless ………., able to constantly run around with 

no end in sight. 

1) transparency   2) vitality   3) torment   4) debate 

21. He says that cyber-attacks ………. by a foreign government can now be considered 

acts of war. 

1) perpetrated   2) anticipated   3) refined   4) betrayed 

22. Beyond nearly four million deaths, COVID-19 has also … a profound economic crisis. 

1) circulated   2) exaggerated   3) intrigued   4) precipitated 

23. When a baby kangaroo reaches …., it leaves its mother's pouch to discover the world. 

1) extinction   2) integrity   3) maturity   4) cultivation 

24. The dog was the first species to be …. by hunter-gatherers more than 15000 years ago. 

1) assimilated   2) domesticated  3) conformed   4) deduced 

25. The house is ………. by tall redwood trees, keeping it shady and cool. 

1) encircled   2) accentuated   3) clarified   4) endured 

 


